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Aims of talk

I. Focus on the role of affect in urban theory
Affect underspecified theme in urban theory.
3 Converging trends highlighting affect.

II. Complement shortcomings in ‘smart city’ discourses through affect
Particularly citizen engagement

III. Sketch rough outline of framework for affective smart city
Issues
Resources
Stakeholders



Affect in urban theory

1. Ecosystem view of Chicago School sociologists (social - environmental)
Disorder, mob, anxiety, thrill-seeking.



Affect in urban theory

2. Cognitive view of e.g. Kevin Lynch (spatial - mental)
Anxiety, fear.
Rational &, individual experience of space.



Affect in urban theory

3.  Affective view of urban life (relational: social – spatial – mental – body) 
Non-conscious embodied trigger for feelings/emotion/cognition and action.
Beyond emotional extremes of fear and pleasure.

www.d-toren.nl



3 Converging trends

a. Human geography, urban theory
geosophy
creative city

b. Digital media research & dev
media art
affective computing
media studies

c. Politics of affect
experience economy
community, memory, citizenship
ownership



Smart city through lens of affect

Solving complex urban issues through technological interventions.
Struggling with question how to engage citizens (‘end-users’).
Modernist focus on control and efficiency through ‘technological fix’.
Myth of unavoidable near-future ‘everyday technologies’.
Limited view of what city is. 

‘Passified’ smart city ignores affect and takes political angle out of urban issues



Outline framework ‘affective smart city’

1. Bringing out and acting on issues
What actually is an issue? What moves people? What sets them in motion?
Not just appeal to reason but also to emotion

www.intheair.es



Outline framework ‘affective smart city’

2. The use of resources
Data as ‘transitional objects’: bridging private – public, individual - collective
Exposure, shame, pride, connectedness, etc.
Can affect be quantified?

Photo credit: Rain Rabbit, via http://thesocietypages.org/cyborgology

http://thesocietypages.org/cyborgology/2013/05/15/you-me-them-who-is-the-quantified-self/


Outline framework ‘affective smart city’

3. Involving stakeholders
Play and games

www.rezonethegame.nl



Conclusion & discussion: ‘affective smart city’

Hybrid way of looking at what moves collective action around urban issues.
Potential way of thinking about designing new media interventions.

Potential downsides:
Transcending the local & parochial,
fostering NIMBY attitude?

Question of scale, 
city-wide smart city

www.geluidsnet.nl
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